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Chromatic neuronal jamming in a primitive brain
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Jamming models developed in inanimate matter have been
widely used to describe cell packing in tissues1–7, but predominantly neglect cell diversity, despite its prevalence in biology.
Most tissues, animal brains in particular, comprise a mix of
many cell types, with mounting evidence suggesting that neurons can recognize their respective types as they organize in
space8–11. How cell diversity revises the current jamming paradigm is unknown. Here, in the brain of the flatworm planarian Schmidtea mediterranea, which exhibits remarkable tissue
plasticity within a simple, quantifiable nervous system12–16,
we identify a distinct packing state, ‘chromatic’ jamming.
Combining experiments with computational modelling, we
show that neurons of distinct types form independent percolating networks barring any physical contact. This jammed
state emerges as cell packing configurations become constrained by cell type-specific interactions and therefore may
extend to describe cell packing in similarly complex tissues
composed of multiple cell types.
Jamming behaviours have been extensively studied in inanimate systems undergoing liquid-to-solid transitions, including
foams, gels and emulsions17–21; more recently, similar concepts have
been explored to describe cellular packing in biological tissues1–7.
In physical systems, jamming transitions are controlled by a set of
canonical variables: density, temperature and stress18,20,21. In tissues,
these variables have been linked to cellular properties, including
shape, migration and mechanics4,6. However, cell diversity has not
been accounted for in the current framework of jamming, despite
complex tissues being composed of many distinct cell types. In particular, neural tissues possess extremely high cell diversity and it
is well known that neurons can recognize and interact with their
respective types as they organize in space8,9,22. A neuron can avoid
other neurons of its same type even when they are several cell body
sizes apart, mediated by a variety of broadly conserved biological
mechanisms (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Note 1)10,11,22. This repulsion causes homotypic neurons to organize into two-dimensional
(2D) arrays with regular interneuronal spacing in sensory systems10,11,22,23. How these type-specific interactions organize cells in
more complex three-dimensional (3D) tissues remains unknown.
To address this question, we propose a new jamming
transition, which is controlled by the cell diversity of a tissue and
thereby represents a dimension orthogonal to previously characterized jamming behaviours. In previous studies, the jamming
state manifests as the positions and shapes of cells are constrained
by their physical neighbours to give rise to a solid-like mechanical state3–7. Here, cell type adds an additional degree of freedom
independent of tissue mechanical state, which can be progressively
reduced as the cell diversity of a tissue decreases (Fig. 1a). At a
critical number of cell types, homotypic repulsion becomes so
abundant throughout the tissue that it limits the possible packing
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configurations of cells. Inspired by the colour map problem24, we
term this transition chromatic jamming.
We demonstrate chromatic jamming through both experimental and computational model systems. Experimentally, we use
quantitative 3D imaging to investigate neuronal packing within
the brain of the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea (Fig. 1b), one
of the most basal organisms known to have a demarcated central
nervous system, which contains several dozen neuronal types in
a bilobed structure of densely packed neurons13,25–28 (Fig. 1c,d and
Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). Importantly, the total number of neurons in the planarian brain scales linearly with animal size and can
vary by more than an order of magnitude, from thousands to tens of
thousands, while the number density of each neuronal type remains
nearly constant14.
With the high genetic similarity to the vertebrate nervous system13,15,25,28, the planarian brain also provides the simplicity necessary for precisely determining individual neuronal positions. We
acquired 3D confocal images of non-overlapping neuronal types
using RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (RNA-FISH) against
a panel of neuropeptide genes, each specifically labelling the cell
bodies of a distinct type of peptidergic neuron13,14,28,29 (Fig. 1d and
Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). Our imaging resolution of 350 nm lateral, 700 nm axial, is sufficient to resolve single cells with an average
diameter of ~6 μm using automated imaging analysis.
Two essential features are evident regarding the type-specific
packing organization. First, despite the dense packing of neurons
throughout the brain space, homotypic neurons are rarely in direct
physical contact, consistent with the property of homotypic repulsion9; they do not organize into regular mosaic patterns either,
unlike the well studied 2D sensory systems9,11,23. Second, in alignment with previous reports in other animals (for example, fruit fly
and mouse)9,10,22, no long-range interaction is observed between
heterotypic neurons (Supplementary Fig. 3), allowing us to treat
individual neuronal types separately.
To quantify the packing structure within each neuronal type,
we located the centroids of individual neuronal cell bodies and
identified their nearest homotypic neighbours using Voronoi tessellation, which has been used extensively to define neuronal tiling
patterns30–32 (Fig. 1e). Figure 1f plots the centroids coloured according to the number of their homotypic nearest neighbours, n, with
more examples shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. Although large
variations in n between individual cells are observed, no long-range
spatial heterogeneity is apparent. Figure 2a shows that the average
number of nearest neighbours, 〈n〉 = 14 ± 0.2, is stable over various
neuronal types and across a wide range of brain sizes. This value is
in good agreement with that of classic 3D random close packings in
particulate matter17–20.
If neurons do in fact pack into a jammed state with respect
to their homotypic neighbours, then only a fraction of nearest
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Fig. 1 | The planarian brain allows quantification of neuronal packing with single-neuron resolution. a, Diagram illustrating particle packing of a system as
a function of packing density and cell diversity: low density and diversity give rise to an unjammed system (top left), while increasing the packing density
in homogeneous tissues results in the conventional spatially jammed state (top right). Homotypic repulsion (bottom left) gives rise to a chromatically
jammed state (bottom right), as in the spatial organization in neural tissues composed of numerous distinct neuronal types. Dashed circles: range of
cell type-specific interactions. b, Bright-field image showing the gross morphology of the planarian S. mediterranea. c, Fluorescence microscopy image
(maximum intensity projections of confocal stack) depicting the planarian nervous system as stained for the neuronal marker prohormone convertase
2 (pc2), which is expressed in all peptidergic neurons27,29. Scale bar: 200 μm. d, Depth-coloured projection image showing RNA-FISH of neuropeptide
1020HH-1 to reveal the spatial distribution of 1020HH-1+ peptidergic neurons in the planarian brain. Colour map: dorsal to ventral. Scale bar: 100 μm. e,
Illustrative diagram of homotypic neighbours and contacts. For a given cell (black), the homotypic nearest neighbours (blue and purple) are defined by
adjacent Voronoi tessellation units, and neighbours in geometric contact (purple) are defined as units with touching enclosing spheres. Solid spheres, cell
body centroids; translucent zones, range of homotypic repulsion. f, Centroids of 1020HH-1+ peptidergic neurons determined from the image in d. Colours
represent n of each individual neuron, measured by Voronoi tessellation.

homotypic neighbours should be in geometric contact17,18;
rather than touching physically and bearing mechanical force, sametype cells instead experience ‘contact’ by falling within one another’s
exclusion volume of homotypic repulsion (Fig. 1e). This fraction
of cells in contact must be larger than the characteristic value of
random loose packing (the loosest way to pack particles), and its
average should be independent of local variables such as packing
unit size17–19. To test these predictions, we fit the largest possible
sphere (that is, the exclusion volume) to each Voronoi unit and define
geometric contacts as occurring between touching spheres, with
packing unit size (d) as the diameter of the fit sphere. As homotypic
repulsion is typically mediated by diffusive molecules or transient
interactions between long neuronal processes that may extend in all
possible directions9–11, the nearly spherical exclusion volume (which
does not necessitate spherical cells) is a reasonable first approximation. The average unit size, 〈d〉, is approximately 18 μm, corresponding to three cell sizes, consistent with the expectation that neurons
prohibit direct contact of homotypic neighbours9–11,22,23. The average
fraction of contact neighbours, 〈z/n〉, ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 (Fig. 2b),
which is above the reported values of random loose packing (0.3–
0.4) yet is consistent with random close packing near the jamming
554

transition in non-living particulate systems17–19. As predicted, 〈z/n〉
is also largely independent of neuronal type and Voronoi unit size.
The fluctuations of these geometric measures also exhibit hallmarks of the jammed state. We chose the granocentric jamming
model17,19 for quantitative comparison, as it provides closed-form
expressions for the distributions of nearest neighbours and contacts,
which serve as signatures of jammed configurations in close-packed
systems. These measures are particularly useful when directly measuring dynamics is infeasible, as in our experimental system, where
the neurons must be held in space to maintain their connections
so that they may support vital physiology. We measured the distributions P(n), P(z) and P(d) for three representative neuronal
populations and found each of the distributions to agree with the
predictions of the granocentric model, with no free fitting parameter
(Fig. 2c). The wide distributions are consistent with heterogeneous
brain structures, which contain other cell types and extracellular
components, causing cell-specific homotypic repulsion to extend
over a broad range of length scales (Supplementary Fig. 1).
The geometric signatures collectively establish the impacts of
type-specific interactions on the packing state of neurons. To test if
homotypic contacts alone are sufficient to build up to a chromatic
Nature Physics | VOL 16 | May 2020 | 553–557 | www.nature.com/naturephysics
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Fig. 2 | Neuronal packing exhibits geometric hallmarks of jamming. a, The average number of nearest neighbours, 〈n〉, plotted against total number of
neurons in respective populations, is invariant for all six measured peptidergic neuronal populations from 34 planarians of various sizes. Horizontal line:
〈n〉 = 14. b, The average fraction of contact neighbours, 〈z/n〉, plotted against packing unit size (d), falls in the range of 0.4–0.6 (horizontal lines) regardless
of packing unit size and neuronal type. c, Probability distributions of n, z and d for three representative peptidergic neuronal populations. Distributions of
n and z are centred about 14 and 6.5, respectively, with the d distribution having a peak at 18 μm, equivalent to three cell sizes. Note that P(n) spans the
range from 5 to 25 and stands in contrast with the narrow distribution (12–17) expected from the packing of monodisperse units17. Symbols, experimental
data; solid lines, granocentric model of jammed polydisperse soft particles17,19.

jamming state, we constructed a minimum computational model
that accounts for both physical and homotypic interactions. We
modelled neurons as particles partitioned evenly into c types, with
each type assigned a random representative colour (Fig. 3a). The
range of repulsion between heterotypic particle pairs is one particle
size, to account for volume exclusion, and that between homotypic
pairs is three particle sizes, to match the experimentally measured
average distances between homotypic neurons (Fig. 2c). Initial system configurations were generated randomly at a total packing density ϕ and equilibrated by shuffling particle positions to minimize
total energy33 (Supplementary Fig. 4a).
Several key deviations from conventional jamming are anticipated
in our model. First, the extra constraints imposed by the long-range
homotypic contacts should shift the jamming transition toward
Nature Physics | VOL 16 | May 2020 | 553–557 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

lower packing densities, the extent of which depends on the number
of unique cell types. Furthermore, as the prevalence of homotypic
contacts increases, the homotypic cells should ‘cluster’ in space—
meaning that they fall within the three-cell-size range of homotypic
repulsion of one another—and eventually propagate throughout the
system to give rise to a ‘percolation’ transition34. Figure 3b illustrates
these signatures: reducing c causes the homotypic cluster to grow
until the largest homotypic contact cluster eventually spans the
entire system, even if the overall ϕ remains below the conventional
jamming transition point. Supplementary Fig. 5 shows that only
under these percolating conditions does the abundance of homotypic contacts reach values consistent with experiments.
To identify the conditions that lead to the shifted jamming transition and emergent percolation transition, we constructed a phase
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Fig. 3 | A chromatic jamming model for neuronal packing. a, Model schematic: blue and green particles represent distinct neuronal types, with a translucent
zone around each representing the homotypic exclusion volume. b, Representative largest homotypic cluster (magenta) in chromatically unjammed (left) and
jammed (right) states. Cyan: centroids of homotypic particles not in the largest cluster. c, Heat map showing residual energy per particle after equilibration
as a function of c and ϕ. Cyan line, J jamming transition; red line, P percolation transition. The triple point, (ϕ*, c*), is localized at the intersection of J and
P lines, below which jamming and percolation occur simultaneously (J + P). The range of c is set to match previous reports13,25,26 that the planarian brain
contains several dozen neuronal types. d, Heat map showing the fraction of particles belonging to the largest homotypic cluster (f) as a function of c and ϕ.
e, Homotypic cluster size distributions near the percolation transition exhibit power-law scaling. Solid line, simulation; dashed line, power-law asymptotics;
symbols, experimental distribution, obtained by lumping all neuronal types to gain statistics. Note that distributions below the triple point, where ϕ < ϕ*,
diverge from the power law at large cluster sizes (for example, ϕ = 0.55). The grey zone specifies the regime with τ between 2 and 2.5. f, Model predictions of
〈z/n〉, plotted against f, for simulations that cross the J or P transition. The grey zone specifies the regime observed in experiments. g, Percolating homotypic
cluster (magenta) detected in a 1020HH-1+ neuronal population of the planarian brain. Cyan: centroids of 1020HH-1+ neurons not in the percolating cluster.

diagram by systematically varying ϕ and c across a biologically
realistic regime (Fig. 3c). At low ϕ, the system is at the unjammed
state and the energy per particle (ε) is practically zero. At sufficiently high packing density, a finite minimum energy indicates a
jamming transition (Supplementary Fig. 4b), at which all particle
positions become constrained20,21 through both physical and homotypic contacts (Supplementary Fig. 6). To verify the essential contribution of homotypic repulsion computationally, we measured the
system rigidity past the jamming line and showed that it vanishes
after turning off the homotypic interaction (Supplementary Fig. 7).
The transition density (‘J’ line) increases with c and approaches the
upper limit, the random close packing volume fraction in unicomponent systems17–20, 0.64, when c becomes sufficiently large.
We then explored the percolation transition (‘P’ line) by measuring the fraction of particles belonging to the largest homotypic cluster, f, which serves as the order parameter in a percolating system34.
Figure 3d shows that the regime in which f approaches unity in our
model deviates from the jamming line, especially at high packing
density. Quantitatively, the basic ansatz of percolation34 states that
the distribution p(s) of homotypic clusters of size s near the transition has a universal power-law shape (Methods). We identified
conditions under which the power-law distribution persists over
the widest range of s, as p(s) should deviate from the power law preceding and succeeding the transition (Fig. 3e and Supplementary
Fig. 8). Intriguingly, the intersection of the jamming and
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percolation lines gives rise to a triple point (ϕ*, c*) = (0.56, 40) (Fig.
3c). Below ϕ*, jamming and homotypic percolation occur simultaneously (‘J + P’ line), as the contribution of homotypic contacts
dominates that of physical contacts (Supplementary Fig. 6b); above
ϕ*, percolation and jamming diverge.
An assumption of the present model is that each cell type comprises an evenly divided portion, yet in the true biological context
the brain contains fractions of individual neuronal types that can
vary considerably and is populated by numerous other cell types
(for example, glial cells)35–37 that may not be under the influence
of homotypic interactions. To explore this assumption, we studied
a model containing only two types of particle, one of which experiences homotypic repulsion and the other of which does not. We
varied the total packing density and the relative fractions of the two
particle types and found that the jamming and percolation lines
overlap before the conventional jamming transition (Supplementary
Fig. 9). This result suggests that the percolation of even a single cell
type that has homotypic repulsion is enough to drive the system to
cross the jamming transition.
The comparison of simulation and experimental results reveals
that the planarian brain packs within the percolation regime—it
supports the notion that cell type adds an independent configurational degree of freedom, since the homotypic percolation transition
is distinct from the system mechanical rigidity transition. First, the
size distribution of homotypic neuronal clusters at the percolation
Nature Physics | VOL 16 | May 2020 | 553–557 | www.nature.com/naturephysics
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transition should follow a power law34, with the exponent τ ≈ 2.2,
which is nearly constant along the P line (Supplementary Fig. 8).
This is exactly as observed in the experiment, although finite-size
effects—due to relatively small numbers of homotypic neurons in
individual brains—limit the statistics of larger clusters and cause
a deviation at the tail (Fig. 3e). Second, experimentally observed
〈z/n〉 ≈ 0.4–0.6 for homotypic neuronal neighbours should only
exist after the percolation transition (Fig. 3f and Supplementary Fig.
5). This is distinct from the conventional jamming model, in which
〈z/n〉 is a function of packing density alone17–19. Third, large percolating homotypic clusters should be detectable in the percolation
regime and are accordingly found in the planarian brain, as exemplified in Fig. 3g. The broad agreement between the experiment
and the model is compelling. While the molecular mechanisms that
drive neuronal tiling can vary (ranging from control of neighbouring neuronal differentiation to synaptic pruning or growth), and
are expected to be influenced by non-neuronal cells and extracellular structures9–11 (Supplementary Note 1), our model, despite its
simplicity, suggests that homotypic interaction alone is sufficient to
reproduce the observed statistical regularities in neuronal packing,
regardless of the complex biological mechanism of control.
The chromatic jamming transition described here extends the
classic notion of jamming regarding system rigidity1,3,4,6,17,18,20 by
introducing cell diversity as an orthogonal dimension. Cell typespecific interactions impose additional geometric constraints that
favour a subset of packing configurations. Although hallmarks of
such a state have been quantitatively verified in a basal nervous system, chromatic jamming may also provide a general physical framework for neurons to organize in other densely packed neural tissues.
The structural constraints in chromatic jamming can have important
physiological implications in a variety of biological processes, including neuronal differentiation, cell type diversification, and optimization of neuronal network connection efficiency. In addition, how
cell type-specific interactions are influenced by cell shape, mechanics and motility, and inversely how cell type interactions change the
mechanical and packing states of tissues in non-neural systems, are
important avenues to explore. More broadly, this work reveals a living example of a complex network structure with multiple percolated
subnetworks intercalating in space, which may find other applications, as in signal communication and graph optimization.
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Methods

Animals. Asexual S. mediterranea (CIW4 strain) were maintained in the dark at
20 °C in ultrapure water supplemented with 0.5 g l−1 Instant Ocean Sea Salts and
0.1 g l−1 sodium bicarbonate. Planarians were fed calf liver paste once or twice
weekly and starved for at least 5 d before all experiments.
Most imaging was performed on wild-type planarians, but to quantify
the spatial arrangement of neurons in ectopic neural tissues (Supplementary
Fig. 3) β1-integrin knockdown planarians were obtained with feeding of
double-stranded RNA to induce RNA interference against the dd_Smed_
v6_2017_0_1 transcript (PlanMine38), following the procedure described in
refs. 39,40. Double-stranded RNA was synthesized by in vitro transcription from the
clone generated using oligonucleotide primers (5′ to 3′) GAACTCAA
CACACAACGCCC and TCTCGACAGGGAACAATGGC to amplify the gene
fragment from complementary DNA and clone into vector pJC53.2 (Addgene
plasmid ID: 26536)29. Double-stranded RNA was mixed with liver paste at a
concentration of 100 ng μl−1 and fed to planarians three times in 5 d. Planarians
were head amputated 4 h after the final feeding and allowed to regenerate
for 16 d before fixation.
RNA-FISH and image analysis. RNA probes against pc2 and neuropeptide genes
were synthesized as described previously, and FISH was performed following
the established protocol29,41. To determine centroids of individual neurons using
FISH signals, confocal stacks were obtained from a laser-scanning confocal
microscope (Zeiss) at oversampled resolutions, that is, 350 nm lateral and 700 nm
axial using a ×20 numerical aperture = 0.8 objective, as recommended by Imaris
(Bitplane). The stacks were then resampled to give isotropic voxels and subjected
to Gaussian filtering and background subtraction. Centroids of labelled cell bodies
were segmented channel by channel with Imaris using parameters empirically
determined to minimize the need for manual curation. The average cell size was
determined to be ~6 µm, which also sets the upper limit for the fitting error in
determining centroids. The centroid positions in three dimensions were then
extracted for downstream statistical analyses.
Voronoi tessellation has been used broadly throughout the literature to evaluate
the spatial distribution of cellular patterning30–32, including that of the central
nervous system—most widely, the retina32. Voronoi diagrams have proven useful
in revealing unique spatial statistics associated with specific cellular populations
and between experimental and control conditions in neural disorders30,31. In
our analysis, Voronoi tessellation was performed on centroids using Delaunay
triangulation through built-in functions in MATLAB. Since the homotypic cells
are not physically touching, they are geometrically in contact if they fall within one
another’s exclusion zone established by the range of homotypic repulsion, which is
assumed to extend in all directions. To define nearest neighbours that are also in
contact, we first identified the closest neighbouring centroid for a given cell, then
counted each of the nearest neighbours that were the same distance away—within
an error tolerance range, which is the centroid fitting uncertainty, 6 µm—as being
in contact. The granocentric model was plotted using the model and parameters
specified previously17,19, with inverse Laplace transform computed numerically.
Simulation and statistical analysis. Cells are represented as soft particles
of uniform size interacting with a Hookean potential of the form
u(r) = 0.5e(1 − r/σ)2 for r ≤ σ, and 0 otherwise, where u(r) is the pairwise
potential between two particles separated by distance r, and σ is the range
of interaction. Every particle is randomly assigned a colour. The interaction range
and strength for pairs of heterotypic particles are σ = σ0 and e = ε0, whereas those
for homotypic, concolour particles are σ = 3σ0 and e = 3ε0. Homotypic particle–
particle interaction is not affected by that of heterotypic particle pairs (and vice
versa), and thus homotypic particles only experience long-range repulsion, as they
are always separated at a distance larger than the range of heterotypic interaction in
final packing configurations.
Every system contains N particles divided evenly into c types. Multiple system
sizes were explored and the results reported are obtained from those performed on
the largest system containing N = 40,000 particles to minimize size dependence. N
was adjusted manually in each simulation to ensure that the number of particles
for each type is identical. The simulation box is cubic and its dimension is
determined through ϕ = Nπσ03/(6L3), which gives a box edge, L, greater than 30σ0
for all densities studied. Energy minimization was carried out in LAMMPS42 until
the energy change per particle between consecutive simulation steps plateaued
or reached a tolerance of 10−20ε0 (Supplementary Fig. 4). Steep descent was used
first to relax the system to a configuration near the local minimum, followed by a
Hessian-free truncated Newton algorithm to further minimize system energy. The
periodic boundary condition was imposed.
To examine the effects of heterogeneity among different cell types, we
also constructed binary systems that contain only two types of particle
(Supplementary Fig. 9). In these systems, only particles of type 1 interact with
each other through homotypic interaction, and particles of type 2 do not. Each
system contains N/c particles of type 1 and N − N/c particles of type 2, where c is
the inverse of the fraction of type 1 particles, mirroring the number of types for
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evenly divided systems. All simulation procedures were the same as they were for
evenly divided systems.
Three independent configurations were simulated for each condition and ε was
computed by averaging across all configurations. The J point was then identified
by the steepest jump of the energy, typically across several orders of magnitude, as
varying packing density or colour number (Supplementary Fig. 4). The percolation
line was identified following the basic ansatz of percolation34, which states that
p(s) near the transition has a universal shape, p(s) = s−τg(s|c − ch|1/σ), in which g is
a cutoff function that plateaus for small s and damps rapidly for large s. The term
|c − ch|1/σ is the reciprocal of the typical cluster size, which vanishes at ch. Geometric
analysis was performed using Voronoi tessellation, similarly to the experimental
protocol. Cluster analysis was based on homotypic interactions alone, where two
same-colour particles separated by a distance shorter than a threshold lc were
assigned to the same cluster. A value lc = 2.99995σ0 was used to account for the
homotypic repulsion with a truncation error. The transition point ch is then located
at the curve exhibiting the power-law distribution over the widest range of s, as
p(s) should deviate from the power law preceding and succeeding the transition
(Supplementary Fig. 8).
The bulk and shear moduli of the jammed systems were obtained by perturbing
the simulation box affinely and infinitesimally (<10−8). The perturbations include
compression, decompression for bulk modulus and application of shear strain for
shear modulus. After perturbation, the systems were energy minimized again to
reach an energy minimum that adapts to the perturbation. The stresses before and
after the perturbation were used for modulus calculations33.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

The datasets generated and analysed within this study can be downloaded from
https://github.com/xianshine/cJamming or are available from the corresponding
authors on request.

Code availability

Analysis and simulation codes are available for public access on GitHub
(https://github.com/xianshine/cJamming).
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Data collection

Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS, 16 Mar 2018 version) was used to generate simulated packing
configurations.

Data analysis

Cluster analysis of simulated data was performed using the scikit-learn toolkit (version 0.19.1).
3D Confocal microscopy images were analyzed using Imaris (Bitplane, version 7.6.2) and visualized using ZEN software (Carl Zeiss, version
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Sample size

34 planarians were imaged and analyzed for quantification of neuronal packing in the brain (Fig 1-3, Supplementary Fig 1), in addition to 8
planarians analyzed for heterotypic neuronal pairs (Supplementary Fig 2). These numbers were sufficient for generating the probability
distributions for model comparison.

Data exclusions

No data were excluded from this study.

Replication

Experimental data were collected in 3 separate sessions, each of which reproduced results successfully. All data was collected using the same
microscopy settings and experimental conditions, then analyzed with the same software and code, with no issues and full reproducibility
between each.

Randomization

Not applicable to our study. Data were collected by localizing cells in the brains of wild-type planarians, with no group comparison or
randomization necessary.

Blinding

Not applicable to our study.
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Methods
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ChIP-seq

Eukaryotic cell lines

Flow cytometry

Palaeontology

MRI-based neuroimaging

Animals and other organisms
Human research participants
Clinical data

Antibodies
Antibodies used

Primary antibodies:
mouse anti-SYNORF1 (3C11, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)), 1:75
sheep anti-digoxigenin-POD, Fab fragments (11207733910, Roche), 1:1000
anti-DNP-HRP (FP1129, Perkin-Elmer), 1:300
anti-DNP-HRP (ZC0330, Vector Labs), 1:5000
Secondary antibody:
goat anti-mouse IgG+IgM, peroxidase conjugated (115-035-044, Jackson ImmunoResearch), 1:250

Validation

All primary antibodies were verified in separate independent studies or prior co-localization experiments.

Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research
Laboratory animals

Asexual Schmidtea mediterranea (CIW4 strain) flatworms were used as the model organism of this study.

Wild animals

No wild animals were used in this study.
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No field-collected samples were used in this study.

Ethics oversight

No Stanford IACUC protocol review or approval is required for studies involving planarian flatworms.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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